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Ceramic Membrane Filtration System
Skid-mounted device (Ceramic Membrane Filtration System) effectively
allocates and stores machine for process and modular systems in the field of
solid-liquid separation. A CMF skid-mounted device is designed by order and
fully optimized as process flow, which includes CMF unit, power part, control
part and supporting pipelines, valves and instruments. The device can be
designed as a containerized device.

OVER VIEW OF CMS SKID- MOUNTED DEVICE
Manufacturing skid systems—large and small—is our specialty
The skid-mounted device effectively allocates and stores machine for process
and modular systems in the field of solid-liquid separation. A CMF
skid-mounted device is designed by order and fully optimized as a process
flow, which includes the CMF unit, power part, the control part and supporting
pipelines, valves, and instruments. The device can be designed as a
containerized device.


This type of device assembly offers many advantages over conventional
on-site construction. With built-in flexibility for customer installation, we equip
this device to your specific requirements. This device benefits from high-quality
work with less site disruption. We design and fabricate across the full spectrum
of different applications to meet the distinctly specialized needs of the
industries and companies we serve.
Advanced technology applied with real-world expertise
Our highly qualified engineers and draftsmen are not only masters of
advanced technology, but they also have the real-world expertise to apply it for
maximum effectiveness.
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We use state-of-the-art CAD software packages to transpose your
requirements into a cost-effective design.
We meet your most stringent specifications.

Industry and application-specific solutions
JIUWU HI-TECH is a professional ceramic membrane supplier and has
provided skid systems for the food& beverage, chemical industries, as well as
skid-mounted systems used in the waste & water treatment industry. We have
added considerable capacity in this area in anticipation of increased demand.
We provide complete and mature process technology and device to ensure the
stability, reliability, and advancement of the processing process. We also offer
CMF skid-mounted device to ensure lower energy consumption and higher
quality in industrial production.
ADVANTAGE OF CMS SKID- MOUNTED DEVICE









Low overall investment costs
Easy installation & relocation
Short delivery time through an integrated fast track execution
Reduced on-site erection and hook-up time
Manufacturing under workshop conditions (fast, clean and reliable)
Qualification test prior to delivery
Total responsibility in one hand, thus fewer interfaces for you to handle
Modular, integration, Intelligentization, short process, long service life
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